Who is IKON International?
IKON INTL. was established in 2005. It is a subsidiary of the BESDA GROUP, a
private venture capital firm founded in Singapore in 2003. Its mission is investing in
talent and determination to build world-class companies and opportunities. The
BESDA GROUP is the owner of IKON BRAND and BESDA BRAND.
IKON INTL. has become one of the world’s leading office solutions providers of
compatible imaging supplies, toners and parts for copiers, printers and
multifunction printers (MFP). The IKON BRAND and BESDA BRAND are synonymous
of highest quality and outstanding customer service. We serve more than 10,000
customers over 80 countries worldwide.

COPIERS RE-INVENT is a new product group by IKON International. With more than
100 years of industrial experience in both OEM and aftermarket, we analyse the
past and prevailing trends of our industry to identify and create and/or improve
what the market’s NEEDS for the immediate and future.
COPIERS RE-INVENT is an evolving group and we aim to bring value propositions to
our business partners who have been supporting us throughout our journey in this
industry.

Introducing……G3 Remanufactured RICOH Copiers

Specifications of a G3 Copier:

1

100% stripped & cleaned;

2

Change defective parts & broken cover;

3

Replace NEW Toner & Developer;

4

Replace NEW OPC drum & Cleaning Blade;

5

Replace NEW Fuser Roller / Fuser Film;

6

Replace NEW Pressure Roller (for mono only);

7

OEM-Quality print calibration;

8

Packed in full size carton box + new pallet

Packaging
Because we are distributing our products around the world, we understand our
customers’ concerns.
-

Is the packaging able to withstand the copier inside from different mode of
transports such as truck, container, ship, rail, forklift, etc?
Does the packaging protect the copier from moisture especially in tropics or
high humidity regions?
Is the packaging easy to move around?
Is the packaging nice?

Our Uncompromised Packaging…
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bubble sheet covers for all glass surface
Orange tape for all covers & doors
Customised Enhanced Styrofoam Holders
Anti-moisture Double protection with cling wrap
& airtight plastic bag
5. Customised brand-new carton box
6. Brand new pallet for each unit

Ideas and benefits of using our remanufactured copiers
In the fast moving and demanding world today, we recognised the importance of
efficiency and productivity. As a result, Copier-Re-Invent created a product that is
simply…

Installing our G3 remanufactured copiers are exactly like installing new machines.
Machines were calibrated by our senior engineers and pre-loaded with a new set
of developer and color toner cartridges.
-

Ease of installation
Ease in transportation
Peace of mind

Waste created by copiers worldwide
Every year, over 50 million tons of electronic waste is created. Dumping and
obsoleting of copiers contributed a substantial percentage to this. By adopting the
Reduce , Reuse, Recycle ideology, we collected copiers that were off-lease or
second-hand, bring them to our factory, remanufactured those units that are in
mint condition and stripped and recycle those units that were not functionally fit
for our remanufacturing process.

We may not be able to stop the copiers from becoming e-waste ultimately, but we
are extending the usage by another five to seven years minimum and thus help to
slow down and delay e-waste process.

Models Available:

Ricoh G3 Remanufactured Models
Color Models
RICOH MPC2003
RICOH MPC2503
RICOH MPC3003
RICOH MPC3503
RICOH MPC5503
RICOH MPC6003
RICOH MPC4502
RICOH MPC5502
RICOH MPC5501

B&W Models
RICOH MP2852
RICOH MP3352
RICOH MP5002
RICOH MP7502
RICOH MP6001
RICOH MP7001
RICOH MP6002
RICOH MP4002
RICOH MP5001

*We also remanufactured Ricoh high speed and Pro series models. Please inquire.

REMANUFACTURED COLOR SERIES
MPC2003

MPC3502

MPC3003

MPC4502

MPC2503

MPC5002

MPC3503

MPC3501

MPC5503

MPC5501

MPC6003

MPC2504

REMANUFACTURED MONOCHROME SERIES
MP2832

MP3352

MP5002/
MP4002

MP7502

MP6001
MP7001

MP5001

*All brands belong to the property right of their respective owners. Brands mentioned are for reference purpose only.

If you are interested to know more about our remanufactured
RICOH copiers, please write to info@ikon-intl.com.
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